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1 Design and Validation of MemtestG80

1.1 Offload and Parallelization Scheme

Several design parameters affect the sensitivity and speed of a software-based GPU memory tester. Specifically, the three components of the memory tester — pattern generation, memory access (writing and reading patterns to/from memory), and pattern verification — can be performed either by the CPU or the GPU itself; and if performed on the GPU, can be performed either serially or in parallel across the multiple GPU cores. The decisions made in MemtestG80 are informed both by the assumptions we make about the relative error rates of various system components and by responsiveness requirements dictated by operation on donated distributed-computing resources.

To improve the speed and responsiveness of the memory tester, all pattern generation, memory access, and verification is done in parallel on the GPU. We assume that the memory error rate is sufficiently low that the on-GPU code (which occupies a much smaller footprint than the tested region) will not be corrupted during the test execution. Performing verification on the GPU leaves the tester vulnerable to GPU logic errors. We therefore implicitly assume that the GPU logic error rate is lower than the GPU memory error rate; however, we verify this assumption by also running a custom logic test that should report errors on architectural paths similar to those used in other parts of the tester.

1.2 Tests implemented in MemtestG80

- Moving inversions (ones and zeros) (MI10) — Writes constant pattern of all zeros (0x0) or ones (0xFFFFFFFF) to all words in memory. Verifies all words.
- Moving inversions (random) (MIR) — Writes host-provided random word to all words in memory. Verifies all words.
- Memtest86 variant of walking 8-bit (1-byte) pattern (1WM) — Writes Memtest86 variant of walking 8-bit pattern to memory at each of 8 possible bit-shift rotations. Verifies all words. Also tests complement of given pattern.
- True walking 8-bit (1-byte) pattern (zeros/ones) (1W0, 1W1) — Writes true walking-zeros or -ones pattern to memory with 8-bit width, at all 8 shifts. Verifies all words.
- True walking 32-bit (4-byte) pattern (zeros/ones) (4W0, 4W1) — As 1W0 and 1W1, but with 32-bit width and all 32 possible shifts.
- Random blocks (RB) — Generates and writes a different pseudorandom word to each word in memory. Verifies all words. Pseudorandom numbers generated using an on-GPU multi-core, multi-threaded leapfrogged Park-Miller Minimal Standard pseudorandom number generator [2].
- Modulo-20 (M20) — The modulo-20 test proceeds in 20 rounds. In round \(i\), a 32-bit pattern is written to each memory location whose offset from the start of tested memory is equal to \(i\) modulo 20; the bitwise complement of the pattern is then written twice to every other memory location. Subsequently, the offsets equal to \(i\) modulo 20 are read back and verified.
- Logic test, one or four iterations through LCG cycle (L, L4) — Logic test, described in following section. LCG state kept in registers.
- Logic test in shared memory, one or four iterations through LCG cycle (LS, L4S) — Logic test, described in following section. LCG state kept in shared memory.

1.3 Logic Testing

Because results from the GPU can be passed back to the host CPU only by a copy from the GPU main memory, detection of GPU logic errors under the assumption that memory errors are more frequent than logic errors is nontrivial — an error in a computed result may be caused by an error in logic or memory. To overcome this problem, a test can be designed which produces the same expected result after varying amounts of logic operations. The same test can be run twice with (for example) four times the number of logic operations in the second execution. Since both tests write the same data to memory, the expected rate of errors due to memory faults will be equal between the two executions; since the latter test runs more logic operations, errors from logic faults should scale with the number of operations.

The design of our logic test, unique to MemtestG80, is based on the preceding principle. For the core calculation, we use a linear congruential random number generator (LCG) with a short period \(k\) starting from zero. Such a generator, when started from zero, will return to zero after a fixed number of iterations \(k\). Because the generator only reaches \(k\) states, of \(2^{32}\) possible (in the 32-bit generator), assuming a uniform probability of error over bits, most logic errors will cause the generator to transition to a state outside the normal operation cycle. Such a state is unlikely to return to zero in the correct number of steps, and therefore whether the generator returns to zero is a good indication of whether a logic error occurred. Our logic test starts the generator from zero and runs it for \(k\) or \(4k\) cycles, each time writing the results out to memory, reading it back, and verifying
that it contains only zeros. Any nonzero values indicate either the presence of a logic or a memory error. Scaling of the number of nonzero values with the number of LCG iterations indicates logic, rather than memory, errors. The use of constant zero as the test pattern further increases the sensitivity of the test to logic rather than memory errors; as we show in Section ??, the constant zero pattern is insensitive to faulty memory.

1.4 Validation

Supplementary Figure 1 shows word-error-rate in 20 iterations of MemtestG80 as a function of memory clock frequency (normal memory clock rate = 400 MHz).

2 Methodology

Supplementary Table 1 shows a breakdown of cards that completed at least 300,000 iterations of MemtestG80 on Folding@home, separated by card family.

Supplementary Figure 2 plots the distribution of the number of cards we tested, as a function of the minimum number of iterations each card completed. It also plots the same trace broken down into cards which were (logic) overclocked, at or below rated frequencies, or had an unknown overclocking status.

3 Analysis

3.1 Hypothesis testing by information gain

To test our hypotheses we apply the information-theoretic measure known as information gain, which is broadly used in data mining as a heuristic criterion for building decision tree models of data [3]. The hypothesis testing problem is formulated as follows: given a labeled dataset $D$, we partition $D$ according to an indicator variable $V$ into multiple subsets $D_1, D_2, \ldots, D_{|V|}$. We would like to know how good $V$ is at explaining the variability in $D$.

We measure the “variability” of $D$ and each of its subsets by their respective Shannon entropies, $H(D)$, defined as:

$$H(D) = -\sum_{x \in D} p(x) \log_2 (p(x))$$

The information gain on $D$ from $V$, $I(D; V)$ (also known as the mutual information between $D$ and $V$), is defined as:

$$I(D; V) = H(D) - H(D|V)$$

$$I(D; V) = H(D) - \sum_{v \in V} H(D_v)P(V = v)$$

If $I(D; V)$ is large compared to $H(D)$, then $V$ explains a significant portion of the distribution of $D$.

To estimate probability distributions $D$ in our hypothesis testing, we histogrammed failure probabilities on a per-card basis as was done for each distribution in Figure ??, but across the entire range of probabilities from 0 to 1. Although this resolution is too high for the low number of counts at higher probabilities, most of these bins will be zero-valued and will not affect the entropy calculations.

3.2 Card identification

For analyses requiring identification of individual card models (the overclocking, architecture, and consumer/professional board splits), we excluded any Folding@home client IDs which corresponded to more
Supplementary Figure 1: Positive control: word error rate versus frequency on sample of MemtestG80 tests. Dashed lines represent zero errors found.
than one returned board name in our dataset. This was done to reduce the probability that multiple boards were conflated into one. For some work units, no board name was returned. Client IDs with missing data were also excluded, as it was impossible to identify what kind of board ran that test.

There was one exception to the above procedure - if a client ID mapped only to either a “Tesla C1060” or a “Tesla T10 Processor” on different work units, we did not exclude that client ID, as these are likely to be the same board, possibly with a revised driver.

3.3 Failure modes of tests

By examining the mutual information between the results of each individual test comprising a MemtestG80 iteration, it is possible to better understand the mechanisms triggering failures under various conditions. For each test, we construct a list in which each element corresponds to a single execution of MemtestG80, and the value of each element is the number of failures on that test for that execution. Corresponding elements in each vector map to the same MemtestG80 execution. Each list of failure counts was then histogrammed into 10 bins and normalized to build an empirical probability mass function for the number of failures in that test on a given execution of MemtestG80. Using these probability distributions for tests 

\[ X \] and \n
\[ Y \], we calculated the entropies \( H(X) \) and \( H(Y) \) according to the formulas in Supplementary Section 3.1; in this case we use an alternative (equivalent) formulation for the mutual information \( I(X; Y) \):

\[
I(X; Y) = \sum_{x \in X} \sum_{y \in Y} p(x, y) \log_2 \frac{p(x, y)}{p(x)p(y)}
\]

The entropy \( H(X) \) can be interpreted as the uncertainty in \( X \), as measured by the number of bits required by an optimal code to specify a value from the distribution \( p_X(x) \). The mutual information \( I(X; Y) \) can be interpreted as the reduction in uncertainty in \( X \) caused by knowledge of the value of \( Y \), or vice versa (mutual information is symmetric) [1]. Supplementary Figure 3 shows the ratio of \( I(X; Y) \) to \( H(X) \) for all tests \( X \) and \( Y \) used in MemtestG80; this ratio is the fraction of the uncertainty in \( X \) explained by knowledge of \( Y \). In Supplementary Figure 3, the \( Y \) (the “explaining” distributions) are along the rows; the \( X \) (the “explained” distributions) are along the columns. We use the codes defined in Supplementary Section 1.2.

Several interesting trends emerge from this data:

1. The Modulo-20 test stands on its own
   Both the M20 column and the M20 row have small values across their lengths, indicating the Modulo-20 test covaried strongly with no other test. This is likely due to the Modulo-20 test’s increased sensitivity relative to other tests and reinforces the notion that it probes a different failure mechanism than do other tests.

2. The Random Blocks test is a good logic test
   Although it was not intended as a logic test, the large values in the RB row for the columns corresponding to the LCG-based logic tests indicate that RB does a good job of capturing the errors measured by the LCG tests. Conversely, the small values in the RB column for the LCG tests demonstrate that RB is measuring a superset of errors relative to the LCG tests. This result is reasonable in retrospect: the RB test is very shader-logic intensive. We have designed it around a multithreaded, multicore Park-Miller Minimal Standard pseudorandom number generator [2], with the course of generating a new random number for each memory location performs many more logic operations than any other MemtestG80 test.

3. The logic tests measure a distinct failure mode from most memory tests
   The four-iteration variants of the logic test (L4 and LS4) are poorly explained by most memory tests, and in particular, are less-well-explained by the memory tests than are their one-iteration counterparts (L and LS). This is to be expected, as the one-iteration variants are more influenced by memory errors. However, the bright block in the bottom-right of the mutual information plot shows that the logic tests covary strongly among themselves. Furthermore, memory tests have higher mutual information to the L4 test than the LS4 test, indicating that the use of shared memory in the logic test is a significant variable. Together, these results show that the logic tests detect a failure mode distinct from that tested in the memory tests, and that apparent logic errors can be triggered by soft errors in the on-GPU shared memory.
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Supplementary Figure 3: Mutual information-to-entropy ratios for each test pair. Each entry is the fraction of the entropy of the test in that column explained by the test in that row. Brighter squares indicate that more of the variance of the explained test is explained by the explainer test. Test codes defined in Section 3.3.